“The Fighter Pilot”
A short feature starring YOU….

When You Need Flight
Video, We Deliver

The Adventures
Hollywood Top Gun Adventure
On Location in Los Angeles
& Las Vegas

The following pricing is provided for
budgeting purposes only. The actual
cost is determined by filming location,
flight duration, footage
requested, video shoot difficulty and
film and/or location permits required.

If you’d like to make a motion picture, television or
similar production involving an L-39 fighter jet, we
may be able to help. Incredible Adventures acts as
an agent for a well-known aerial production
company based in Los Angeles, California.
The company’s L-39s are certified in the FAA’s
Experimental / Exhibition Category and designated
for use in the making of motion pictures, television
or similar productions. All pilots utilized for filming
operations carry appropriate FAA credentials.
The aircraft’s operating limitations dictate that only
those essential to the making of a motion picture,
television or similar production may be carried in
the aircraft. The FAA has further determined that
any production must be intended for future public
viewing, either in theatres, on DVD, on television,
or via another accepted distribution, like YouTube.

Make your own "Top Gun" movie.
Perform rolls, loops and more on camera.
Each flight is captured on production
quality video, delivered to you in the
format you request, ready for editing
and public release.

Los Angeles: L-39 Single Filming Flight:
With raw & basic edited footage*
$3500
With raw footage only
$2950
Additional Flight & Filming Time
+$2000
(based on same “star”, flying same day)

Las Vegas Area: L-39 Single Filming Flight:
(includes aircraft repositioning fee)
$4950
Add basic editing of footage*:
+$550

Let us help assemble the team you need to
produce something great.
Our aerial production partners have been
involved in the production of:

*Basic edited footage runs an average of 10
minutes and can incorporate music and stock
footage. Special editing requests are welcome, but
may require additional payment to honor.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Music Videos
Television Commercials
Marketing Videos for the Web
Motion Pictures
Documentaries
Reality TV

Need Additional Aircraft for Your
Production? Tell us. We may be able to
help. Incredible Adventures has been
delivering flying adventures for
20 years and has extensive contacts
within the aviation community.

800-644-7382
© Incredible Adventures, Inc. 2013

Incredible Adventures, Inc
800-644-7382 / 941-346-2603
www.incredible-adventures.com

The L-39 Albatross

Hollywood Top Gun
Questions & Answers
When can I schedule a video shoot? Aircraft
and film crews are available year-round but
advance scheduling is required in order to insure
availability and allow time for obtaining any
necessary permits and filing any necessary
notifications with aviation authorities.

Known for being extremely agile and providing a
spectacular view from both cockpits, the subsonic L-39 is still used for training by many
European air forces.

Do I need to be a pilot or have prior jet flying
experience? No, but your presence in the
aircraft during flight must be deemed essential to
the motion picture or similar production. If the
purpose of the flight is to capture video of you in
the aircraft, we’ll send you up with an
expert L-39 pilot. The L-39 is a jet trainer and
was designed so it could easily be flown by
student fighter pilots. The pilot in command can
actually have his hands on the controls at the
same time you do, helping to guide you through
maneuvers. On camera, it looks like you’re flying.

The modern, single engine trainer / light-attack
aircraft features a pressurized cabin, air conditioning and tandem seating. It’s rated for
+8 / -4 g’s and is perfect for performing a variety
of aerobatic maneuvers. The L-39C is known to
be highly reliable and easy to maintain.

How long does all this take? A film shoot can
vary in duration from a few hours, to weeks or
more. A typical single-flight shoot requires
approximately 45 minutes for the flight itself and
another two to three hours for camera set-up and
pre-flight safety and technical briefings.

The L-39 jet trainer was born in Czechoslovakia
and made its international debut at the 1977
Paris Air Show.

The Hollywood Top Gun Team
Flights are provided through a special
arrangement with an LA-based aerial production
company. The accomplished flight and aerial
photography team can assist throughout the
process, from concept through final execution,
including storyboarding and post production.

800-644-7382
941-346-2603 tel.
941-346-2488 fax

What requirements are there? You must have
no known heart problems or medical conditions
which may be aggravated by g-forces. You must
also acknowledge that this program is inherently
risky, sign a release of liability and agree to
follow all FAA regulations governing motion
picture operations. If you are taller than 6’6” or
heavier than 250 pounds, we
may not be able to
accommodate you. Please
ask before scheduling.

Hollywood
Top Gun

Filming in the L-39
jet trainer is now
possible
in the town where
dreams
come true.

www.incredible-adventures.com

800-644-7382

